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Cortical Representations of Continuous Speech
Continuous speech 
• naturalistic

• redundant

• employs auditory cognition

• acoustically rich

• drives most auditory areas

• …

• but also complicated He was an old man who fished alone in a skiff in the Gulf Stream and he 

had gone eighty-four days now without taking a fish. In the first forty days 
a boy had been with him. But after forty days without a fish …


The Old Man and the Sea –– Ernest Hemingway

In the bosom of one of those spacious coves which indent the 
eastern shore of the Hudson, at that broad expansion of the river 
denominated by the ancient Dutch navigators …


The Legend of Sleepy Hollow — Washington Irving

Alfred the Great was a young man, three-and-twenty years of age, 

when he became king. Twice in his childhood, he had been taken to 

Rome, where the Saxon nobles were in the habit of going on journeys 

which they supposed to be religious; …


A Child’s History of England — Charles Dickens

If you happened to find yourself on the banks of the Ohio River 
on a particular afternoon in the spring of 1806—somewhere 
just to the north of Wheeling, West Virginia, say …


The Botany of Desire — Michael Pollan

-



Temporal neural patterns ⇆ temporal patterns in speech 

• Generalization of “Speech Tracking”

• Need high temporal precision, for fast temporal speech features


- EEG  (electroencephalography): whole brain

- MEG (magnetoencephalography): whole brain but with strong cortical bias 

- ECoG (electrocorticography): placed cortical surface electrodes

- single- and multi-unit recording methods: placed depth electrodes

-
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Cortical Representations of Continuous Speech
Neural Representations of Speech 
• oscillations at pitch frequencies (primarily subcortical)

• acoustic onset tracking

• speech envelope rhythmic following

• phoneme-based responses

• phoneme-context-based responses

• word-context-based responses

• semantic structure rhythm following


• plus connections to intelligibility/perception/behavior -

Brodbeck & Simon (2020) Continuous Speech Processing, Curr Op Physiol

Teoh et al. (2022) J Neurosci

Lalor & Foxe (2010) Eur J Neurosci

Daube et al. (2019) Curr Biol

Brodbeck et al. (2018) Curr Biol

Ding et al. (2016) Nat Neuro

Brodbeck et al. (2022) eLife

Maddox & Lee (2018) eNeuro



Cortical Representations: Encoding
• Predicting future neural responses from 

present stimulus features,

- wide variety of stimulus features

- via Temporal Response Function 

(TRF)


• Why look at encoding? It often tells us 
more about the brain

- TRF analogous to evoked response

- peak amplitude ≈ processing intensity

- peak latency ≈ source location

- multiple TRFs simultaneously Example: MEG Prediction of Voxel Responses
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Predicted response (Stimulus ∗ kernel)
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 to produce the response from the stimulus:
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(Stimulus * TRF)          

TRF Model Estimation & Fit
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Ding & Simon (2012) Neural Coding of Continuous Speech in Auditory Cortex … , J Neurophys
Lalor & Foxe (2010) Neural Responses to Uninterrupted Natural Speech …  Eur J Neurosci 



• TRFs predict neural 
response to speech

‣ Analogous to evoked 

response

‣ Peak amplitude ≈ 

processing intensity

‣ Peak Latency ≈ source 

location 


• Multiple TRFs estimated 
simultaneously 

‣ compete to explain 

variance (advantage 
over evoked response)
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Brodbeck et al. (2023) Eelbrain: A Python Toolkit for Time-Continuous Analysis … , eLife
Crosse et al. (2016) The Multivariate Temporal Response Function (mTRF) Toolbox … , Front Hum Neurosci



Cortical Representations Across Cortex
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expected due to the temporal relationship between the two vari-
ables: the time of maximum rising slope precedes the time of
maximum amplitude, and is thus earlier compared with specific
time points in the neural response. The presence of analogous
peaks in the TRFs to both acoustic representations might indi-
cate that they jointly arise from a single, more complex underly-
ing neural response type, reflecting both onset and continuous
acoustic properties [48]. On the other hand, spatially, the two
response peaks to acoustic onsets were localized posterior
to the corresponding acoustic envelope peaks (d = 8 mm,
p = 0.002; d = 10 mm, p < 0.001), which might instead indicate
that the two responses stem from partially distinct neural
populations [49].

Responses to Two Concurrent Speakers Reflect
Acoustic, but Not Lexical, Information in Unattended
Speech
The variables that significantly predicted responses to a single
speaker were used to model acoustic and lexical processing in
a version of the cocktail-party paradigm [18, 19]. Participants

listened to a single-channel acoustic mixture of a male and a
female speaker, attending to one and ignoring the other. This
made it possible to test whether the lexical processing observed
for a single speaker is restricted to the attended speech stream
or whether it occurs also for the unattended stream. Figure 3
shows the predictive power of groups of predictors modeling
relevant processing stages and TRFs for the full model fitted to
the two-speaker data.
Responses were significantly modulated by acoustic features

of both the attended and the unattended speaker (tmax = 11.83
and 16.67, both p < 0.001; lateralization tmax = 4.17, p = 0.041
and tmax = 5.28, p = 0.001). The relative amplitudes of the TRF
peaks to acoustic onsets were consistent with previous results
[33, 47, 50], with an earlier (!70 ms) peak predominantly reflect-
ing the raw acoustic mixture, and a later (!150 ms) peak pre-
dominantly reflecting acoustic energy in the attended speech.
Responses to the acoustic envelope almost exclusively reflected
processing of the acoustic mixture, suggesting that auditory
stream segregation may be predominantly reflected in onset
processing.
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Figure 3. Brain Responses to Two Concurrent Speakers
Details analogous to Figure 2. The three columns display results for the model components for: the attended speech stream (left), the actual acoustic stimulus

mixture (middle), and the unattended speech stream (right). The upper part of the figure displays results for acoustic features, the lower part for lexical processing.
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[33, 47, 50], with an earlier (!70 ms) peak predominantly reflect-
ing the raw acoustic mixture, and a later (!150 ms) peak pre-
dominantly reflecting acoustic energy in the attended speech.
Responses to the acoustic envelope almost exclusively reflected
processing of the acoustic mixture, suggesting that auditory
stream segregation may be predominantly reflected in onset
processing.
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expected due to the temporal relationship between the two vari-
ables: the time of maximum rising slope precedes the time of
maximum amplitude, and is thus earlier compared with specific
time points in the neural response. The presence of analogous
peaks in the TRFs to both acoustic representations might indi-
cate that they jointly arise from a single, more complex underly-
ing neural response type, reflecting both onset and continuous
acoustic properties [48]. On the other hand, spatially, the two
response peaks to acoustic onsets were localized posterior
to the corresponding acoustic envelope peaks (d = 8 mm,
p = 0.002; d = 10 mm, p < 0.001), which might instead indicate
that the two responses stem from partially distinct neural
populations [49].
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The variables that significantly predicted responses to a single
speaker were used to model acoustic and lexical processing in
a version of the cocktail-party paradigm [18, 19]. Participants

listened to a single-channel acoustic mixture of a male and a
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made it possible to test whether the lexical processing observed
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maximum amplitude, and is thus earlier compared with specific
time points in the neural response. The presence of analogous
peaks in the TRFs to both acoustic representations might indi-
cate that they jointly arise from a single, more complex underly-
ing neural response type, reflecting both onset and continuous
acoustic properties [48]. On the other hand, spatially, the two
response peaks to acoustic onsets were localized posterior
to the corresponding acoustic envelope peaks (d = 8 mm,
p = 0.002; d = 10 mm, p < 0.001), which might instead indicate
that the two responses stem from partially distinct neural
populations [49].
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The variables that significantly predicted responses to a single
speaker were used to model acoustic and lexical processing in
a version of the cocktail-party paradigm [18, 19]. Participants

listened to a single-channel acoustic mixture of a male and a
female speaker, attending to one and ignoring the other. This
made it possible to test whether the lexical processing observed
for a single speaker is restricted to the attended speech stream
or whether it occurs also for the unattended stream. Figure 3
shows the predictive power of groups of predictors modeling
relevant processing stages and TRFs for the full model fitted to
the two-speaker data.
Responses were significantly modulated by acoustic features

of both the attended and the unattended speaker (tmax = 11.83
and 16.67, both p < 0.001; lateralization tmax = 4.17, p = 0.041
and tmax = 5.28, p = 0.001). The relative amplitudes of the TRF
peaks to acoustic onsets were consistent with previous results
[33, 47, 50], with an earlier (!70 ms) peak predominantly reflect-
ing the raw acoustic mixture, and a later (!150 ms) peak pre-
dominantly reflecting acoustic energy in the attended speech.
Responses to the acoustic envelope almost exclusively reflected
processing of the acoustic mixture, suggesting that auditory
stream segregation may be predominantly reflected in onset
processing.
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female speaker, attending to one and ignoring the other. This
made it possible to test whether the lexical processing observed
for a single speaker is restricted to the attended speech stream
or whether it occurs also for the unattended stream. Figure 3
shows the predictive power of groups of predictors modeling
relevant processing stages and TRFs for the full model fitted to
the two-speaker data.
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of both the attended and the unattended speaker (tmax = 11.83
and 16.67, both p < 0.001; lateralization tmax = 4.17, p = 0.041
and tmax = 5.28, p = 0.001). The relative amplitudes of the TRF
peaks to acoustic onsets were consistent with previous results
[33, 47, 50], with an earlier (!70 ms) peak predominantly reflect-
ing the raw acoustic mixture, and a later (!150 ms) peak pre-
dominantly reflecting acoustic energy in the attended speech.
Responses to the acoustic envelope almost exclusively reflected
processing of the acoustic mixture, suggesting that auditory
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maximum amplitude, and is thus earlier compared with specific
time points in the neural response. The presence of analogous
peaks in the TRFs to both acoustic representations might indi-
cate that they jointly arise from a single, more complex underly-
ing neural response type, reflecting both onset and continuous
acoustic properties [48]. On the other hand, spatially, the two
response peaks to acoustic onsets were localized posterior
to the corresponding acoustic envelope peaks (d = 8 mm,
p = 0.002; d = 10 mm, p < 0.001), which might instead indicate
that the two responses stem from partially distinct neural
populations [49].

Responses to Two Concurrent Speakers Reflect
Acoustic, but Not Lexical, Information in Unattended
Speech
The variables that significantly predicted responses to a single
speaker were used to model acoustic and lexical processing in
a version of the cocktail-party paradigm [18, 19]. Participants

listened to a single-channel acoustic mixture of a male and a
female speaker, attending to one and ignoring the other. This
made it possible to test whether the lexical processing observed
for a single speaker is restricted to the attended speech stream
or whether it occurs also for the unattended stream. Figure 3
shows the predictive power of groups of predictors modeling
relevant processing stages and TRFs for the full model fitted to
the two-speaker data.
Responses were significantly modulated by acoustic features

of both the attended and the unattended speaker (tmax = 11.83
and 16.67, both p < 0.001; lateralization tmax = 4.17, p = 0.041
and tmax = 5.28, p = 0.001). The relative amplitudes of the TRF
peaks to acoustic onsets were consistent with previous results
[33, 47, 50], with an earlier (!70 ms) peak predominantly reflect-
ing the raw acoustic mixture, and a later (!150 ms) peak pre-
dominantly reflecting acoustic energy in the attended speech.
Responses to the acoustic envelope almost exclusively reflected
processing of the acoustic mixture, suggesting that auditory
stream segregation may be predominantly reflected in onset
processing.
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cate that they jointly arise from a single, more complex underly-
ing neural response type, reflecting both onset and continuous
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response peaks to acoustic onsets were localized posterior
to the corresponding acoustic envelope peaks (d = 8 mm,
p = 0.002; d = 10 mm, p < 0.001), which might instead indicate
that the two responses stem from partially distinct neural
populations [49].
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listened to a single-channel acoustic mixture of a male and a
female speaker, attending to one and ignoring the other. This
made it possible to test whether the lexical processing observed
for a single speaker is restricted to the attended speech stream
or whether it occurs also for the unattended stream. Figure 3
shows the predictive power of groups of predictors modeling
relevant processing stages and TRFs for the full model fitted to
the two-speaker data.
Responses were significantly modulated by acoustic features

of both the attended and the unattended speaker (tmax = 11.83
and 16.67, both p < 0.001; lateralization tmax = 4.17, p = 0.041
and tmax = 5.28, p = 0.001). The relative amplitudes of the TRF
peaks to acoustic onsets were consistent with previous results
[33, 47, 50], with an earlier (!70 ms) peak predominantly reflect-
ing the raw acoustic mixture, and a later (!150 ms) peak pre-
dominantly reflecting acoustic energy in the attended speech.
Responses to the acoustic envelope almost exclusively reflected
processing of the acoustic mixture, suggesting that auditory
stream segregation may be predominantly reflected in onset
processing.
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Fast & Early Cortical Representations
J.P.  Kulasingham,  C.  Brodbeck  and  A.  Presacco  et  al.  NeuroImage  222  (2020)  117291  

Fig.  3.  Volume  Source  Localized  Envelope  Modulation  TRFs.  The  amplitude  of  the  TRF  vectors  for  the  envelope  modulation  predictor  averaged  across  voxels  in  the  
ROI,  and,  the  mean  ±  (standard  error)  across  subjects  is  plotted  in  the  cortical  (A)  and  subcortical  (B)  ROIs.  Red  curves  are  time  points  when  the  TRF  showed  a  
significant  increase  in  amplitude  over  noise.  The  TRF  was  resampled  to  2000  Hz  for  visualization  purposes.  The  TRF  shows  a  clear  response  with  a  peak  latency  of  
~40  ms.  The  distribution  of  TRF  vectors  in  the  brain  at  each  voxel  at  the  time  with  the  maximum  response  are  plotted  as  an  inset  for  each  TRF,  with  color  representing  
response  strength  and  the  arrows  representing  the  TRF  directions.  The  color  bar  represents  the  response  strength  for  all  4  brain  insets.  The  response  oscillates  around  
a  frequency  of  ~80  Hz  and  is  much  stronger  in  the  cortical  ROI  compared  to  the  subcortical  ROI.  Note  that  since  only  the  TRF  amplitude  is  shown,  and  not  signed  
current  values,  signal  troughs  and  peaks  both  appear  as  peaks.  In  the  original,  signed  TRFs,  the  current  direction  alternates  between  successive  amplitude  peaks.  
The  latency  and  amplitude  of  the  response  suggests  a  predominantly  cortical  origin.  (For  interpretation  of  the  references  to  colour  in  this  figure  legend,  the  reader  
is  referred  to  the  web  version  of  this  article.)  

ternating  direction  between  successive  amplitude  peaks.  However,  in  all  

subsequent  TRF  plots,  the  TRF  amplitude  is  shown,  and  not  signed  cur-  

rent  values,  and  hence  signal  troughs  and  peaks  both  appear  as  peaks.  

The  subcortical  ROI  was  also  analyzed  in  a  similar  manner  and  the  TRF  

showed  significance  in  a  much  smaller  time  range  of  31–35  ms  only  for  

older  subjects  (younger  t  max  =  2.96,  p  >  0.13;  older  t  max  =  3.69,  p  <  0.01)  

(see  Fig  3  B).  There  was  no  significant  difference  in  amplitudes  between  

younger  and  older  subjects  (cortical  ROI  t  max  =  3.7,  t  min  =  –3.38,  p  >  

0.18;  subcortical  ROI  t  max  =  3.05,  t  min  =  –3.39,  p  >  0.45).  The  TRF  re-  

sponses  oscillate  at  a  frequency  of  ~80  Hz  (see  below  for  a  more  detailed  

spectral  analysis).  The  amplitude  of  these  TRFs  was  significantly  larger  

in  voxels  in  Heschl’s  gyrus  than  in  the  subcortical  ROI  (two-tailed  test  

with  paired  sample  t-values  on  the  𝓁  2  norm  of  the  TRFs  across  subjects:  

younger  t  =  3.51,  p  =  0.003;  older  t  =  4.52,  p  <  0.001).  Since  the  sub-  

cortical  TRFs  also  have  a  similar  latency  and  shape  to  the  cortical  TRFs,  

and  because  a  latency  of  23  to  63  ms  is  late  for  a  subcortical  response,  

these  subcortical  TRFs  are  consistent  with  artifactual  leakage  from  the  

cortical  TRFs  due  to  the  spatial  spread  of  MNE  source  localization.  Sim-  

ulated  volume  source  estimates  for  current  dipoles  originating  only  in  

Heschl’s  gyrus  generated  a  spatial  distribution  of  TRF  directions  consis-  

tent  with  the  experimental  data  (see  Appendix),  i.e.  the  spatial  spread  of  

MNE  localized  cortical  responses  resulted  in  apparent  TRF  vectors  even  

in  the  subcortical  ROI.  These  results  indicate  that  the  response  originates  

predominantly  from  cortical  regions.  

3.2.  Responses  to  the  envelope  modulation  and  the  carrier  

Next,  the  neural  response  to  the  carrier  was  compared  with  that  to  

the  envelope  modulation.  The  carrier  TRF  was  also  tested  for  signifi-  

cance  using  a  corresponding  noise  model  (as  employed  above).  The  car-  

rier  TRF  showed  weak  responses  that  were  only  significant  in  the  corti-  

cal  ROI  between  33  and  51  ms  (younger  t  max  =  3.70,  p  =  0.042;  older  

t  max  =  4.7,  p  <  0.001)  (see  Fig.  4  A,  B).  Although  the  carrier  and  enve-  

lope  modulation  predictors  are  correlated  (  r  =  –0.42),  the  TRF  analysis  

is  able  to  separate  the  contributions  of  these  two  predictors  remarkably  

well.  Two-tailed  paired  sample  t  -values  and  TFCE  were  used  to  test  for  

a  significant  increase  of  the  𝓁  2  norm  of  the  envelope  modulation  TRF  

when  compared  to  the  carrier  TRF  in  a  time  window  of  20–70  ms  in  

the  cortical  ROI  (see  Fig.  5  A).  This  test  was  significant  for  both  younger  

(  t  max  =  4.38,  p  =  0.002)  and  older  (  t  max  =  3.63,  p  =  0.017)  subjects.  

However,  this  test  did  not  find  a  significant  increase  in  the  envelope  

modulation  TRF  over  the  carrier  TRF  in  the  subcortical  ROI  for  either  

younger  (  t  max  =  0.045,  p  >  0.32)  or  older  subjects  (  t  max  =  0.89,  p  >  0.36).  

Since  the  TRF  analysis  allows  both  stimulus  predictors  to  directly  com-  

pete  for  explaining  response  variance,  the  results  strongly  indicate  that  

the  response  is  primarily  due  to  the  envelope  modulation  over  the  car-  

rier.  

3.3.  Age-related  differences  

Statistical  tests  were  performed  for  age-related  differences  between  

older  and  younger  subjects  on  both  the  prediction  accuracy  and  the  

TRFs.  Two-tailed  tests  of  prediction  accuracy  with  independent  sam-  

ple  t  -values  and  TFCE  indicated  no  significant  difference  (cortical  ROI  

t  max  =  1.17,  t  min  =  –2.72,  p  >  0.44;  subcortical  ROI  t  max  =  –0.78,  t  min  =  

–1.37,  p  >  0.38).  Similarly,  no  voxels  or  time  points  were  significantly  

different  in  either  the  envelope  modulation  TRF  (cortical  ROI  t  max  =  3.7,  

t  min  =  –3.38,  p  >  0.18;  subcortical  ROI  t  max  =  3.05,  t  min  =  –3.39,  p  >  0.45)  

or  the  carrier  TRF  (cortical  ROI  t  max  =  3.34,  t  min  =  –3.89,  p  >  0.25;  sub-  

cortical  ROI  t  max  =  2.69,  t  min  =  –3.10,  p  >  0.18).  In  addition,  the  cortical  

ROI  TRFs  showed  no  significant  differences  across  age  groups  in  peak  

latency  (envelope  modulation  TRF  t  max  =  1.82,  t  min  =  –2.62,  p  >  0.5;  car-  

rier  TRF  t  max  =  2.79,  t  min  =  –2.32,  p  >  0.53).  An  additional  analysis  was  

performed  using  surface  source  space  TRFs  as  described  in  detail  in  the  

-

J.P. Kulasingham, C. Brodbeck and A. Presacco et al. NeuroImage 222 (2020) 117291 

Fig. 4. Volume Source Localized Carrier TRFs. The amplitude of the TRF vectors for the carrier predictor averaged across sources. Mean ± (standard error) across 
subjects is shown, analogous to Fig. 3 . For comparison, the axis and color scale are identical to that in Fig. 3 . The TRF shows a weaker response compared to the 
case of envelope modulation, with a peak latency of ~40 ms, that is significant in the cortical ROI for both groups, and over a longer time interval for older subjects. 
Comparison with Fig. 3 suggests that the high gamma response is dominated by the envelope modulation over the carrier. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
Appendix. Both high (70–200 Hz) and low (1–10 Hz) frequency TRFs 
were computed in surface source space, and model prediction accuracy 
was assessed with an ANOVA with factors TRF frequency and age. The 
ANOVA showed a significant frequency × age interaction ( F 1, 38 = 6.46, 
p = 0.015), suggesting that age related differences are indeed not con- 
sistent across high and low frequency responses (detailed results in Ap- 
pendix), i.e. present at low but not at high frequencies. 

3.4. Pitch analysis 
To further understand the contributions of these predictors to the 

TRF oscillations, the frequency spectrum of the TRFs and the predictors 
were compared (see Fig. 5 B). The frequency spectrum of the average 
TRFs showed a broad peak centered near 80 Hz for both predictors and 
both age groups (envelope TRF spectral peak mean = 81 Hz, std = 5 Hz; 
carrier TRF spectral peak mean = 82 Hz, std = 8 Hz). In contrast, the 
spectral peak of the predictor variables was near 110–120 Hz for the 
carrier, and near 70–75 Hz for the envelope modulation. Since the TRF 
peak frequency did not match the peak power in either of the predic- 
tors, a further analysis was performed after separating the stimulus into 
high- and low-pitch time segments (see Methods). This resulted in a 
model with 4 predictors and their corresponding TRFs: high/low-pitch 
envelope modulation and high/low-pitch carrier. The low-pitch enve- 
lope modulation TRFs and low-pitch carrier TRFs are broadly similar to 
those of the earlier analysis (see Fig. 6 ). These TRFs show more signif- 
icant regions than the previous analysis, although the two models (one 
with 2 predictors, the other with 4 predictors) cannot be directly com- 
pared since an increased number of predictors has more degrees of free- 
dom and allows for the model to predict more of the signal. The TRF am- 
plitudes were significantly larger in the low pitch TRFs when compared 
to the high pitch TRFs (see Fig. 5 C; envelope modulation t max = 7.6, p < 
0.001; carrier t max = 3.78, p = 0.013). In addition, the spectra of the low 
pitch TRFs peak near 80 Hz similar to the low pitch predictors (envelope 
TRF spectral peak mean = 81 Hz, std = 6 Hz; carrier TRF spectral peak 
mean = 82 Hz, std = 4 Hz), while the high pitch TRFs do not have a 
clear peak (see Fig. 5 D). This suggests that the TRF oscillation is driven 
mainly by the segments of the stimulus with pitch below 100 Hz, and 
that responses to stimulus pitches above 100 Hz are not easily detected 
by this analysis. 

4. Discussion 
In this study, we investigated high gamma time-locked responses to 

continuous speech measured using MEG. Such responses were found, 
and their volume source localized TRFs provided evidence that these 
responses originated from cortical areas with a peak response latency 
of approximately 40 ms. The responses showed a significant right hemi- 
spheric asymmetry. These responses oscillate with a frequency of ap- 
proximately 80 Hz and track the low pitch segments of the speech stim- 
ulus. We also showed that the response is significantly stronger to the 
envelope modulation than the carrier. Surprisingly, there were no signif- 
icant age-related differences in response amplitude, latency, localization 
or predictive power. This is in contrast to age-related differences seen 
in both the subcortical EEG FFR (younger > older) and the cortical low 
frequency TRF (older > younger). 
4.1. MEG sensitivity to high gamma responses 

MEG signals are known to have poor SNR at high frequencies 
( ≳100 Hz) ( Hansen et al., 2010 ). The MEG signal is an average over 
a large population of neurons, and hence detection of population level 
high gamma responses requires precise (within a few ms) phase syn- 
chrony across these populations ( Hämäläinen et al., 1993 ). However, the 
cortical sources which MEG would otherwise be sensitive to rarely phase 
synchronize across a large population at these high gamma ranges, lead- 
ing to poor neural SNR for these high gamma ranges (reflected in our 
results by the small correlation values between actual responses and 
model predictions). The implications of this for our study are twofold. 
Firstly, conclusions regarding the intrinsic properties of high gamma re- 
sponses to speech are limited by these methodological constraints on 
the MEG signal. Our results only show that there are significant corti- 
cal responses at ~80 Hz, but do not rule out higher frequency cortical 
responses, or subcortical responses, that may be buried in poor SNR. 
Conversely, however, it is somewhat surprising that using such a simple 
experimental paradigm, with short duration continuous natural speech, 
it is possible to reliably detect such MEG responses using a TRF model. 
4.2. MEG sensitivity to deep sources 

Gradiometer-based MEG is physically constrained to be less sensi- 
tive to deep structures, typically resulting in such subcortical MEG re- 
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expected due to the temporal relationship between the two vari-
ables: the time of maximum rising slope precedes the time of
maximum amplitude, and is thus earlier compared with specific
time points in the neural response. The presence of analogous
peaks in the TRFs to both acoustic representations might indi-
cate that they jointly arise from a single, more complex underly-
ing neural response type, reflecting both onset and continuous
acoustic properties [48]. On the other hand, spatially, the two
response peaks to acoustic onsets were localized posterior
to the corresponding acoustic envelope peaks (d = 8 mm,
p = 0.002; d = 10 mm, p < 0.001), which might instead indicate
that the two responses stem from partially distinct neural
populations [49].

Responses to Two Concurrent Speakers Reflect
Acoustic, but Not Lexical, Information in Unattended
Speech
The variables that significantly predicted responses to a single
speaker were used to model acoustic and lexical processing in
a version of the cocktail-party paradigm [18, 19]. Participants

listened to a single-channel acoustic mixture of a male and a
female speaker, attending to one and ignoring the other. This
made it possible to test whether the lexical processing observed
for a single speaker is restricted to the attended speech stream
or whether it occurs also for the unattended stream. Figure 3
shows the predictive power of groups of predictors modeling
relevant processing stages and TRFs for the full model fitted to
the two-speaker data.
Responses were significantly modulated by acoustic features

of both the attended and the unattended speaker (tmax = 11.83
and 16.67, both p < 0.001; lateralization tmax = 4.17, p = 0.041
and tmax = 5.28, p = 0.001). The relative amplitudes of the TRF
peaks to acoustic onsets were consistent with previous results
[33, 47, 50], with an earlier (!70 ms) peak predominantly reflect-
ing the raw acoustic mixture, and a later (!150 ms) peak pre-
dominantly reflecting acoustic energy in the attended speech.
Responses to the acoustic envelope almost exclusively reflected
processing of the acoustic mixture, suggesting that auditory
stream segregation may be predominantly reflected in onset
processing.
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Details analogous to Figure 2. The three columns display results for the model components for: the attended speech stream (left), the actual acoustic stimulus

mixture (middle), and the unattended speech stream (right). The upper part of the figure displays results for acoustic features, the lower part for lexical processing.
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peaks in the TRFs to both acoustic representations might indi-
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ing neural response type, reflecting both onset and continuous
acoustic properties [48]. On the other hand, spatially, the two
response peaks to acoustic onsets were localized posterior
to the corresponding acoustic envelope peaks (d = 8 mm,
p = 0.002; d = 10 mm, p < 0.001), which might instead indicate
that the two responses stem from partially distinct neural
populations [49].
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a version of the cocktail-party paradigm [18, 19]. Participants

listened to a single-channel acoustic mixture of a male and a
female speaker, attending to one and ignoring the other. This
made it possible to test whether the lexical processing observed
for a single speaker is restricted to the attended speech stream
or whether it occurs also for the unattended stream. Figure 3
shows the predictive power of groups of predictors modeling
relevant processing stages and TRFs for the full model fitted to
the two-speaker data.
Responses were significantly modulated by acoustic features

of both the attended and the unattended speaker (tmax = 11.83
and 16.67, both p < 0.001; lateralization tmax = 4.17, p = 0.041
and tmax = 5.28, p = 0.001). The relative amplitudes of the TRF
peaks to acoustic onsets were consistent with previous results
[33, 47, 50], with an earlier (!70 ms) peak predominantly reflect-
ing the raw acoustic mixture, and a later (!150 ms) peak pre-
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• Behavioral correlates of speech understanding

- implies language comprehension

- structural comprehension


o sentence structure

o other structures, e.g. poetic, logical


• Neural correlates of speech understanding

- rhythms of structural comprehension/meaning, 

even if fully absent in the acoustics

o sentence structures
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o mathematical structures
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expected due to the temporal relationship between the two vari-
ables: the time of maximum rising slope precedes the time of
maximum amplitude, and is thus earlier compared with specific
time points in the neural response. The presence of analogous
peaks in the TRFs to both acoustic representations might indi-
cate that they jointly arise from a single, more complex underly-
ing neural response type, reflecting both onset and continuous
acoustic properties [48]. On the other hand, spatially, the two
response peaks to acoustic onsets were localized posterior
to the corresponding acoustic envelope peaks (d = 8 mm,
p = 0.002; d = 10 mm, p < 0.001), which might instead indicate
that the two responses stem from partially distinct neural
populations [49].

Responses to Two Concurrent Speakers Reflect
Acoustic, but Not Lexical, Information in Unattended
Speech
The variables that significantly predicted responses to a single
speaker were used to model acoustic and lexical processing in
a version of the cocktail-party paradigm [18, 19]. Participants

listened to a single-channel acoustic mixture of a male and a
female speaker, attending to one and ignoring the other. This
made it possible to test whether the lexical processing observed
for a single speaker is restricted to the attended speech stream
or whether it occurs also for the unattended stream. Figure 3
shows the predictive power of groups of predictors modeling
relevant processing stages and TRFs for the full model fitted to
the two-speaker data.
Responses were significantly modulated by acoustic features

of both the attended and the unattended speaker (tmax = 11.83
and 16.67, both p < 0.001; lateralization tmax = 4.17, p = 0.041
and tmax = 5.28, p = 0.001). The relative amplitudes of the TRF
peaks to acoustic onsets were consistent with previous results
[33, 47, 50], with an earlier (!70 ms) peak predominantly reflect-
ing the raw acoustic mixture, and a later (!150 ms) peak pre-
dominantly reflecting acoustic energy in the attended speech.
Responses to the acoustic envelope almost exclusively reflected
processing of the acoustic mixture, suggesting that auditory
stream segregation may be predominantly reflected in onset
processing.
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expected due to the temporal relationship between the two vari-
ables: the time of maximum rising slope precedes the time of
maximum amplitude, and is thus earlier compared with specific
time points in the neural response. The presence of analogous
peaks in the TRFs to both acoustic representations might indi-
cate that they jointly arise from a single, more complex underly-
ing neural response type, reflecting both onset and continuous
acoustic properties [48]. On the other hand, spatially, the two
response peaks to acoustic onsets were localized posterior
to the corresponding acoustic envelope peaks (d = 8 mm,
p = 0.002; d = 10 mm, p < 0.001), which might instead indicate
that the two responses stem from partially distinct neural
populations [49].

Responses to Two Concurrent Speakers Reflect
Acoustic, but Not Lexical, Information in Unattended
Speech
The variables that significantly predicted responses to a single
speaker were used to model acoustic and lexical processing in
a version of the cocktail-party paradigm [18, 19]. Participants

listened to a single-channel acoustic mixture of a male and a
female speaker, attending to one and ignoring the other. This
made it possible to test whether the lexical processing observed
for a single speaker is restricted to the attended speech stream
or whether it occurs also for the unattended stream. Figure 3
shows the predictive power of groups of predictors modeling
relevant processing stages and TRFs for the full model fitted to
the two-speaker data.
Responses were significantly modulated by acoustic features

of both the attended and the unattended speaker (tmax = 11.83
and 16.67, both p < 0.001; lateralization tmax = 4.17, p = 0.041
and tmax = 5.28, p = 0.001). The relative amplitudes of the TRF
peaks to acoustic onsets were consistent with previous results
[33, 47, 50], with an earlier (!70 ms) peak predominantly reflect-
ing the raw acoustic mixture, and a later (!150 ms) peak pre-
dominantly reflecting acoustic energy in the attended speech.
Responses to the acoustic envelope almost exclusively reflected
processing of the acoustic mixture, suggesting that auditory
stream segregation may be predominantly reflected in onset
processing.
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Progression of Speech Representations
• Previous fMRI research on which brain regions 

process which speech and language features


• Progression of feature-based (bottom-up) levels

- complex auditory stimulus, to

- speech sounds, to

- linguistic information via speech sounds


• Not all processing is straight bottom up

- selective attention

- secondary processing upon “error” detection


• MEG & EEG excel at showing temporal  
(i.e., latency) progression of processing
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 Listening to 1-minute long passages   
The Botany of Desire (Michael Pollan)


 4 passage types

- Speech modulated noise

- Non-words

- Scrambled words

- Narrative

 Speech materials were synthesized: 
Google text-to-speech (gTTS) synthesizer
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• TRFs predict neural 
response to speech

‣ Analogous to evoked 

response

‣ Peak amplitude ≈ 

processing intensity

‣ Peak Latency ≈ source 

location 


• Multiple TRFs estimated 
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‣ compete to explain 

variance (advantage 
over evoked response)
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Emergence of neural features as the incremental processing occur

• Acoustic features are encoded for both non-
speech and speech stimuli


• (Sub)-lexical features are encoded only when 
(sub)-lexical boundaries are intelligible

• Context based word surprisal emerges for 
narrative passage


• When context supports, context based surprisal is 
better tracked compared to naive surprisal  
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Note: lateralization results can be task dependent

Hemispheric Lateralization Results
Speech feature
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120 ms: acoustic but attention-dependent
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Phonemic TRF Results

• Early phone processing ~80 ms 
(scrambled > narrative) 


• Late phone processing ~350 ms) 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80 ms: simple phoneme processing
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350 ms: additional further processing
80 ms: simple phoneme processing
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Word-based TRF Results

• N400 like response

• Reduction in surprisal when context

• Left hemi > Right hemi

• Right hemisphere: Scrambled ≈ Narrative
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450 ms: “error” correction processing
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• When context helps, context-based 
surprisal is better tracked than raw surprisal  


• N400 like response in both predictors
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• Cortical responses time-lock to emergent features, 
from acoustics to context: multiple individual steps 
in the processing of speech input

• Bottom-up processing has quite short latencies, 
supporting models of predictive processing

• Top-down mechanisms can augment bottom-up 
speech processing, supporting models of 
corrections to predictive processing


• Lower-level acoustic responses bilateral (but right 
lateralized); context-based responses left lateralized

Neural Speech Processing Progression
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Final Summary
temporal patterns in speech acoustics 
temporal patterns in speech perception 
temporal patterns in language perception 
temporal patterns in understanding

temporal neural patterns ⇆

• Cortical responses time-lock to 
emergent features, from acoustics to 
context: multiple individual steps in 
the processing of speech input


• Higher level processing / top-down 
mechanisms distinct from lower 
level/bottom up mechanisms
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thank you

http://www.isr.umd.edu/Labs/CSSL/simonlab

These slides
available at:
ter.ps/simonpubs

Mastodon: @jzsimon@fediscience.org

http://www.isr.umd.edu/Labs/CSSL/simonlab

